Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2465652 $6.50 Vol. 22, No. 3 April 2014 The two Albertas • Suburban art • Border ethics PLUS: NON-FICTION Michael Taube on Canada's many shades of conservatism + Neil Boyd on a police veteran's insights + Katherine Fierlbeck on Dickensian hospital stories + Cyril Levitt on the adventures of Alan Borovoy FICTION Kate Taylor reviews Road Ends by Mary Lawson + Hannah Moscovitch reviews Lucky by Kathryn Para POETRY Gillian Sze + Debbie Okun Hill +Arleen Paré + Jen Currin Publications Mail Agreement #40032362 Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to LRC, Circulation Dept. PO Box 8, Station K Toronto, ON M4P 2G1 ALSO IN THIS ISSUE Chris Turner The poisons we live with Margaret Conrad Atlantic business: boondoggles vs. breakthroughs Martha Hall Findlay What happened to the "loyal Opposition"? Christopher Flavelle Vote for stats! A passionate case for evidence-based elections Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2465652 April 2014 1reviewcanada.ca 3 Measuring What Matters An essay Christopher Flavelle 7 No Support A review of Cleaning Up: How Hospital Outsourcing Is Hurting Workers and Endangering Patients, by Dan Zuberi Katherine Fierlbeck 8 Art Beyond Stereotypes A review of Creative Margins: Cultural Production in Canadian Suburbs, by Alison L. Bain Frances Bula 10 Together Again A review of Conservatism in Canada, edited by James Farney and David Rayside Michael Taube 12 Arguing for Open Borders A review of The Ethics of Immigration, by Joseph Carens Andy Lamey 14 How Mend the Years A poem Arleen Paré 14 The World's Athletes A poem Jen Currin 15 Not So Stable A poem Debbie Okun Hill 15 How to Sing a Malaccan Folk Song A poem Gillian Sze 18 War's Costly Thrills A review of Lucky, by Kathryn Para Hannah Moscovitch 19 Shaking the Family Tree A review of Road Ends, by Mary Lawson Kate Taylor 20 The Two Albertas An essay Harvey Locke 23 Safer, Meaner Streets A review of Canadian Policing in the 21st Century: A Frontline Officer on Challenges and Changes, by Robert Chrismas Neil Boyd 25 The Law-Abiding Rabble Rouser A review of "At the Barricades": A Memoir, by A. Alan Borovoy Cyril Levitt 26 Chemical Warfare A review of Toxin Toxout: Getting Harmful Chemicals Out of Our Bodies and Our World, by Rick Smith and Bruce Lourie Chris Turner 28 Parliamentary Opposition, in Theory A review of Across the Aisle: Opposition in Canadian Politics, by David E. Smith Martha Hall Findlay 30 Atlantic Hustle A review of Harrison McCain: Single-Minded Purpose, by Donald J. Savoie, and Failures and Fiascos: Atlantic Canada's Biggest Boondoggles, by Dan Soucoup Margaret Conrad 32 Letters and Responses Bruce Dowbiggin, L. Dale Guy Cover art and pictures throughout the issue by Jeff Kulak. Jeff Kulak is a graphic designer and illustrator based in Montreal. Past clients include the National Post, Walrus, Owlkids Books and the Art Directors Club NYC. In Memoriam Peter Desbarats, 1933–2014 The LRC is saddened by the recent loss of one of its contributors, who will be missed. Vol. 22, No. 3 • April 2014 Literary Review of Canada 170 Bloor St West, Suite 710 Toronto ON M5S 1T9 email: info@reviewcanada.ca reviewcanada.ca T: 416-531-1483 • F: 416-531-1612 Charitable number: 848431490RR0001 To donate, visit reviewcanada.ca/support EDITOR Bronwyn Drainie editor@reviewcanada.ca CONTRIBUTING EDITORS Mark Lovewell, Molly Peacock, Robin Roger, Anthony Westell ASSOCIATE EDITOR Judy Stoffman POETRY EDITOR Moira MacDougall COPY EDITOR Madeline Koch ONLINE EDITORS Diana Kuprel, Jack Mitchell, Donald Rickerd, C.M. PROOFREADERS Robert Simone, Rob Tilley, Jeannie Weese RESEARCH Rob Tilley EDITORIAL ASSISTANT Clare Gibbons DESIGN James Harbeck ADVERTISING/SALES Michael Wile ads@reviewcanada.ca DIRECTOR, SPECIAL PROJECTS Michael Booth DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT Michael Stevens EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH COORDINATOR Mary Kim PUBLISHERS Alastair Cheng a.cheng@reviewcanada.ca Helen Walsh h.walsh@reviewcanada.ca BOARD OF DIRECTORS John Honderich, C.M., J. Alexander Houston, Frances Lankin, Jack Mintz, Trina McQueen ADVISORY COUNCIL Michael Adams, Ronald G. Atkey, P.C., Q.C., Alan Broadbent, C.M., Chris Ellis, Drew Fagan, James Gillies, C.M., Carol Hansell, Donald Macdonald, P.C., C.C., Susan Reisler, Grant Reuber, O.C., Don Rickerd, C.M., Rana Sarkar, Mark Sarner, Bernard Schiff, Reed Scowen POETRY SUBMISSIONS For poetry submission guidelines, please see <reviewcanada.ca>. LRC design concept by Jackie Young/INK Founded in 1991 by P.A. Dutil The LRC is published 10 times a year by the Literary Review of Canada Inc. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES Individuals in Canada $56/year plus GST/HST. (Libraries and institutions in Canada $68/year plus GST/HST.) Outside Canada, please pay $86/year for individuals, or $98 for libraries and institutions. SUBSCRIPTIONS AND CIRCULATION Literary Review of Canada P.O. Box 8, Station K, Toronto ON M4P 2G1 literaryreview@cxcontact.com tel: 416-932-5081 • reviewcanada.ca ©2014 The Literary Review of Canada. All rights, including translation into other languages, are reserved by the publisher in Canada, the United States, Great Britain and all other countries participating in the Universal Copyright Convention, the International Copyright Convention and the Pan-American Copyright Convention. Nothing in this publication may be reproduced without the written permission of the publisher. ISSN 1188-7494 The Literary Review of Canada is indexed in the Canadian Literary Periodicals Index and the Canadian Index and is distributed by Disticor and Magazines Canada. From time to time, the LRC may allow carefully selected organizations to send mail to subscribers, offering products or services that may be of interest. If you do not wish to receive such correspondence, please contact our Subscriber Service department at literaryreview@cxcontact.com, or call 416-932-5081, or mail P.O. Box 8, Station K, Toronto ON M4P 2G1. Funding Acknowledgements We acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Periodical Fund of the Department of Canadian Heritage. We acknowledge the assistance of the OMDC Magazine Fund, an initiative of Ontario Media Development Corporation. Literary Review of Canada 12 reviewcanada.ca The Ethics of Immigration Joseph Carens Oxford University Press 364 pages, hardcover ISBN 9780199933839 In 1980 Joseph Carens was a young political scientist casting about for a seminar paper topic when he came across news stories about the interdiction of Haitians trying to sail to Florida. A new policy under the Reagan administration saw Coast Guard cutters intercept the boats and return the people on board to Port-au-Prince. Carens at first was divided over the policy. On the one hand, it was cruel to return people to Haiti, an impoverished dictatorship where many would face extreme poverty or political persecution. On the other hand, an open-door immigration policy would potentially overwhelm the United States. Carens investigated what political philosophers had said on the ethics of immigration and, finding nothing, wrote up his own analysis. It eventually became a famous 1987 article now known to the world as "Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders." There were open-border advocates before Carens, but it had long been a fringe view. Carens made the idea intellectually respectable. He did this by noting how it seems to follow from moral and political commitments that are widely embraced. In particular, Carens noted how the otherwise incompatible philosophies of libertarianism, utilitarianism and welfare-state liberalism all endorse norms of impartial justice that, when extended to immigration, seem to call into question the favouritism states play by restricting a right of admission to their own citizens. Such favouritism seems particularly unfair in the case of migrants seeking to escape poverty and violence. (While the laws of liberal states are committed in principle to making an exception for refugees fleeing persecution, the experience of Haitians and others shows that this principle is not always upheld in practice.) Carens's argument would permit stopping individuals who pose a threat to public security, and would avoid taking in so many people that public order breaks down. Yet these minor limits on the power of states to control their borders would entail admitting far more immigrants than even so-called countries of immigration such as Canada and the United States take in. There are political philosophies that emphasize community and national belonging and so do not seem to entail open borders the way libertarianism and the other philosophies that Carens cited do. Yet even staunch communitarians rarely reject outright the values of impartiality and equal concern underlying the open-border view (which might be more accurately labelled the take-in-the-mostimmigrants-possible view, given that it would not abolish border control altogether). Thus, while not every reader of Carens's classic essay agrees with his conclusions, many come away feeling that the open-border view is more philosophically powerful than is commonly supposed. Indeed, some readers never quite shake the lingering sense that the most widely employed arguments for restricting immigration are based on premises that are, deep down, morally indefensible. Carens has returned to the topic of immigration many times since first stumbling upon it over three decades ago. The Ethics of Immigration pulls together and refines arguments he has made in "Aliens and Citizens" and other influential essays. The author, who has long taught at the University of Toronto, still defends the open-border view, but with a new rationale. Whereas before he argued that seemingly opposed philosophies provided converging support for open borders, now he bases his case on "democratic principles," by which he means uncontroversial moral commitments that are widely shared in liberal states. Carens argues that one such commitment is to freedom, which can be understood as "not being the subject of the will of another." A commitment to such a value would explain why freedom of movement within a state is considered a basic human right. (Carens is aware that we often balance one value against others: few of us recognize a right to enter the homes of strangers without permission.) But, he asks, if we have a general right to freedom of movement within countries, why not between them? One reply says that if huge numbers of migrants arrived from the developing world it would make a welfare state economically impossible. But not only is this a high standard to meet-it offers no reason to exclude poor migrants beyond what is absolutely necessary to maintain viable welfare programs-it also does not justify the currently popular view that restricting immigration is acceptable whenever doing so is in the interest of current residents. The welfare state rationale also offers no reason to restrict immigration from developed countries. The European Union has abolished immigration controls between member states, Carens notes, and those with more generous welfare programs have preserved them by establishing waiting periods for other EU citizens seeking to access them. The welfare state argument therefore, rather than challenge open borders as a moral ideal, offers considerations that qualify the appropriateness Arguing for Open Borders But exactly how open, and to whom? ANDY LAMEY Andy Lamey teaches philosophy at the University of California, San Diego, and is the author of Frontier Justice: The Global Refugee Crisis and What to Do About It (Doubleday Canada, 2011), recently released in paperback. April 2014 13reviewcanada.ca of open borders given certain circumstances. Carens concedes that open borders may need to be qualified on other grounds, such as to prevent an influx of immigrants so large that it endangers a host society's language and culture. But this again does not challenge freedom of movement across borders as a right, any more than the existence of libel and slander laws means we have no right to freedom of speech. If we admit that open borders is an attractive ideal that we cannot yet implement because of global poverty and other (hopefully) contingent facts about our world, we have accepted Carens's basic point, which argues for international freedom of movement at the level of ideal justice, not immediate feasibility. Carens has long noted that however attractive open borders might be at the level of pure justice, they are deeply at odds with how immigration policy is normally viewed. Given this, his many writings on immigration have long approached it from a second perspective, one that puts aside questions of ideal theory and takes for granted the conventional view that states are entitled to discretionary control over their borders. This second perspective is the dominant one in The Ethics of Immigration, as Carens spends most of the book outlining standards of fair treatment for permanent residents, temporary workers, refugees and other migrants that do not presuppose any commitment to open borders. In this mode Carens offers a revised version of one of his most thoughtprovoking and controversial arguments, defending amnesty for immigrants who first arrive illegally. Carens's amnesty argument cites the case of Marguerite Grimmond. Originally from the United States, her mother took her to Scotland as a young girl. She left the United Kingdom for the first time at the age of 80 to visit Australia, which she entered on a newly obtained U.S. passport. Upon her return to Britain immigration officers denied Grimmond's right of entry and gave her four weeks to leave the country. They deemed her an illegal immigrant on the grounds that she had never established a legal right to live in the UK as a citizen (a status she seemed aware of, given her decision to use a U.S. passport). Grimmond's case caused outrage when it hit the papers. Most people considered it absurd to turn away someone who had spent her whole life in Scotland. Surely this view was correct and Grimmond was Scottish, regardless of what her citizenship papers said. But if so, Carens notes, legal status is not the sole factor we need to take into account when deciding who can live in a given country. Beyond legal status, there is the age at which someone first arrived, as well as the sheer amount of time someone has spent in the new society. Grimmond spent her formative years in Scotland, which is sufficient on Carens's account for her to be a member of that society. But even if she had arrived illegally as an adult, he argues, after a certain point it would have no longer mattered how she first arrived. As time passes connections grow to spouses and partners, sons and daughters, friends and neighbors and fellowworkers, people we love and people we hate. Experiences accumulate: birthdays and braces, tones of voice and senses of humor, public parks and corner stores, the shape of the streets and the way the sun shines through the leaves ... all that gives life its purpose and texture. On Carens's account, sheer time of residence matters morally because it sees people become rooted in their new society. Even if they initially arrived illegally, just so long as they do not commit any serious crimes (and no one says breaking immigration law is as bad as rape or murder), there comes a point at which the state is no longer entitled to uproot them. We can debate exactly when that point comes (Carens suggests at least five years, but no more than ten), but the principle is the same. While it would remain permissible to deport people within a few years of their arrival, eventually it would not. If this view is correct, the indiscriminate use of the term "illegal aliens" is incorrect. Eventually something like a statute of limitations applies, and we should recognize a right to remain even on the part of people who first arrived by breaking the law as a matter of course. Carens's investigation of immigration issues at both the level of ideal justice and the more immediate plane of the debate over amnesty and related issues makes his book unusually rich. It has the rare virtue of being both philosophically rigorous and politically relevant. It is difficult to think of any deep problem with his argument for open borders as an aspect of ideal justice. Carens does consider objections to his view at a philosophical level, but they invariably invoke premises that are too counterintuitive to accept, such as the idea that we have duties of justice to fellow citizens but not to foreigners, or that there is no right to freedom of movement inside countries after all. Of the latter reply, Carens dryly observes that when he first started advancing the open-border argument, he took it for granted that no one would dispute our right to movement within our own country. "I was wrong. I have found that, faced with the choice between extending the right of free movement across borders and challenging the moral status of internal free movement as a human right, some people are willing to throw internal freedom of movement under the bus." Defending discretionary border control does not seem worth the intellectual contortion. Carens's argument for amnesty is also compelling. In addition to legal status, surely where someone spent his or her formative years and the sheer time of residency should also determine that individual's citizenship status, even in a world of tight border control. Nevertheless, Carens's amnesty argument also raises unanswered questions. As it happens I recently taught a university class in California in which students read the essay where Carens first made the case for amnesty. California had recently introduced legal changes granting driver's licences and college scholarship eligibility to irregular migrants, which made the essay quite timely. Many students were open to Carens's proposal, but one, whom I will call Peter, said it made him bitter. He was a migrant himself, he explained, and not only had he arrived through legal channels, which was time consuming, but he had lived in California for years on a student visa, yet was not eligible for state scholarships. Why should people who arrived in an illegal way receive benefits he was denied? Surely that was unfair. Carens's amnesty proposal does not say anything about scholarships, so Peter's criticism was directed partly at Carens, partly at California. Nevertheless, his objection forces us to think about the claims of people who arrive legally. Surely it would be unfair to grant citizenship to irregular migrants after five years, but make someone on a student visa wait six years or longer. This means that, at a minimum, whatever the time threshold for obtaining citizenship is for irregular migrants would also have to be the threshold for legal arrivals. So even while Carens's amnesty proposal does not take issue with the state's basic right to control immigration, it does have ramifications for how other immigrants can be treated. On a deeper level, Carens's amnesty proposal connects time of residency with social membership. "I have been asked on more than one occasion to imagine an immigrant who establishes no relationships with others," he notes. "Does she become a member of society as time passes?" Does that person have a right to stay? Carens's answer is yes. If the recluse were not an immigrant, he suggests, "no one would suggest that we take away legal rights and legal status from someone just because she does not have many connections to other people in the community in which she lives." So while social membership is the normal reason we eventually cannot deport irregular migrants, if an irregular migrant formed no social ties we could still not deport him or her, for the same reason we would not deport a recluse who was not an immigrant. What might that reason be? Carens does not say, but one possibility is that non-immigrants are generally thought to have a right to be in the country of their citizenship. Such a right of residency seems closely related to the right of internal movement Carens cites in his open-border argument. Both seem based on the idea of being legitimately present within a given territory and not subject to the will of others. (It would seem strange, for example, to argue that someone had a right of movement within a country but did not have a right of residency there, or vice versa.) But in his openborder discussion, Carens is at pains to argue that when the right of internal movement is properly understood, it entails a right to international movement. The purpose of the amnesty argument, however, was to make a case for amnesty that stopped short of endorsing open borders. Keeping the two arguments separate means that even someone who rejects open borders still has to confront the independent force of the amnesty argument before current deportation practices can be justified. In grappling with the recluse example, however, Carens seems to brush up against an idea that, by his own account, when it is fully understood puts us on the way to open borders. This suggests that the amnesty and open borders argument may stand and fall together after all, presenting defenders of the status quo with only one argument to beat rather than two. Even so, The Ethics of Immigration is an excellent book. In forcing us to grapple with the legitimacy of something as widely accepted as contemporary border control, it ensures that our minds remain open even when the borders are not. Carens's proposal would entail admitting far more immigrants than even so-called countries of immigration such as Canada and the United States take in.